
Bonus Antlerless Deer Harvest Authorizations 
 

Hunters can choose to purchase additional antlerless harvest authorizations to accompany their deer hunting 
license. These authorizations are only available in certain management zones (counties). Each county has a 
limited number available, and they are sold on a first come-first served basis. Customers can purchase one 
bonus per person per day. Bonus harvest authorizations will appear on your terminal only after the sale begins 
 

 
 

• Customer Catalog.  Select the “Hunt/Trap” tab.  Select the Bonus Antlerless Deer Harvest Authorization from 

the Featured Product list on the Customer Catalog.   
 

 

 
 
 

• Harvest Authorization choices.  On the next screen, select the county (deer management unit/zone) and 

the land type for the tag.  Select the map link to display a map of all the deer management units and their 
boundaries. Then select the Management Zone/Unit (county) from the drop-down list that the customer plans to 
hunt. The drop-down list will display the deer management units available (you may see some units that are sold out 
and cannot be selected). The customer must designate the land type for the tag requested (public or private land).   

 

 
 
 

• Reserved Harvest Authorizations.  If you receive an error like the one below, it means that all remaining 

harvest authorizations have been selected by other customers and are in their shopping carts waiting to be checked 
out.  

 

 
 

 

 



• Shopping Cart.  Confirm the County, Zone and Land Type with the customer. If the information is 

wrong, you can touch the Remove button on the gun deer license and select Keep Shopping to make a 
different selection. If correct, select Checkout, confirm payment, and have the customer sign.   

 

 
 

• Printing.  The printed document will include the transaction receipt and the Bonus Antlerless tag for the 

county the customer specified. See description below: 
 

            

Bonus Antlerless Harvest 
Authorization:  Valid for 
one antlerless deer in the 
county specified.  It must 
also be used on the land 
type (public or private) that 
is listed. It is not weapon 
specific, and can therefore 
be used with a gun, archer 
or crossbow license. 
Customers may only 
purchase one per day until 
a unit is sold out. Please 
refer customers to the DNR 
if they have questions on 
how to use them. 


